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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND LIMITATIONS

History courses have a reputation for being both diffi-

cult and dull. Of the studies which have been carried out on

the teaching of history, many have been concerned with develop-

ing new materials. History textbooks have been mentioned by

some critics as offenders in the difficult and dull syndrome.

The critics believe that something more vital than the tradi-

tional textbook is needed for history students at the secondary

level

.

I. THE PROBLEM

S t a temer. t o f the problem . It was the purpose of this

study to (1) investigate possible attitude changes which might

occur in a group of eighth grade American history students who

were expected to read a current and well written textbook as

compared to a similar group of American history students who

were expected to read a series of non-textbook history books

from the library; and (2) determine whether there would be

differences in achievement between the two groups as revealed

through a fact test and grades.

Importance of the s tudy . Interest and achievement are

generally considered essential and complementary elements in

any part of education. Although the teacher plays a major

part in the growth and attitudes of a classroom student, the

reading material cannot be ignored. With reading assignments
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that do not appeal to the students, a teacher can be seriously

handicapped. It is necessary, then, to look for materials

that will be of interest to all the junior high school students,

even the ones who are not interested in history.

II. LIMITATIONS

This experiment was conducted at Highland Park Junior

High School in Topeka, Kansas during the spring semester of

the school year 1967-1963 among two eighth grade American

history classes. Classes were already in progress when the

experiment began. Only two classes were used. The total num-

ber or students included in the experiment was fifty-four.

The students were not matched or selected randomly. Because

of the nature of the experiment, the dependent variables could

not be precisely the same. The school had separated the stu-

dents into classes of slow readers and classes of average

readers in an attempt to make the classes more homogeneous.

This experiment was with two classes of average readers.

The review of the literature was limited to articles and

books written in the last ten years. It was also limited to

the literature available at the Kansas State University and

Kansas University libraries.

III. DEFINITION 0? TERMS

C o n trci class . The control class was the class given

reading assignments only from their textbook.
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Expo r i mv n t a 1 c 1 a r> s . The experimental class was the class

given reading assignments in sources other than their text-

book, other textbooks, or encyclopedias.

Non-textbook materials . The non-textbook materials were

any reading materials other than a textbook or encyclopedia.

As the experiment progressed, the non-textbook materials

became primarily library books. Very few magazine or news-

paper articles were read.

Tex tb o ok materials . The textbook materials were readings

from the students' textbook: The United States o f Ame rica :

_a His tory for Young Citizens by Brown, Heigeson, and Lobdell.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much has been written on supplemental reading materials

and new techniques for history classrooms, but no experiments

were found in the literature which used either non-textbook

materials or inductive methods in an average eighth grade

American history classroom.

I. THE TEXTBOOK IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

New techniques of teaching social studies, such as audio-

visual aids, field trips, informal instruction and core

curriculum, have been suggested as means of increasing interest

in and improving social studies classes, yet reading assign-

ments are unlikely to be eliminated from the social studies

classroom. One way to expand the concepts of pupils and to

increase their store of information and understanding is to

encourage reading from a wide variety of sources. This

requires good libraries and enthusiastic teachers. Both

Brummer and Benosky placed a great emphasis on the teacher's

role in education. "A good teacher can take any approach

and, through enthusiasm, skill and subject matter know-how,

achieve commendable results."^

1"Alan L. Benosky, "Induction, Discovery, and the Con-
ceptual Approach in Social Studies," Nov/ York State Education ,

55:27, February, 1968.



A textbook is the usual reading requir cmen t for American

history students. Alilunas and Chezanof conducted a study in

which they considered the content of American history text-

2
boohs. Most textbooks, they found, have about thirty chap-

ters with about sixty percent being on the pre-1865 period.

The pro-reconstruction era was found to be generally presented

in a chronological order, whereas the textbooks presented the

post-reconstruction period in a variety of organizational

styles. Usually the greatest attention was given to political

and economic history rather than social history.

Most authors seemed to agree that textbooks have improved

as a teaching tool over the last twenty or thirty years. One

of the major advantages of the textbook, as pointed out by its

advocates, was its organization. "It can provide needed infor

nation, organize details into meaningful patterns, show rela-

tionships, and yes, even stimulate thinking.

"

J
Roselle

suggested that good textbooks should incorporate extracts

from "primary sources, moving descriptive passages, dramatic

narrative accounts, striking illustrations of artistic achieve

meat," in order to keep them from becoming encyclopedic and

dull.
4

Leo J. Alilunas and William Chezanof, "Trends in Eighth
Grade American KisLory Textbooks," Social Studies , 50:214-7,
November, 1959.

""Daniel Roselle, "In Defense of Good Textbooks," Peabod;
Journal of Educatio n , 44:89, September, 19 66.
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Most textbooks are written by a tea;:, of authors. "Appar-

ently, publishers prefer to have both a college historian and

a junior high school teacher who is currently teaching in the

classroom.""' Alilunas and Chezanof commended textbook authors

for their application of the findings of educational and

adolescent psychology to the interest and ability levels of

junior high students. Roselle supported the textbook authors

for their balanced treatment of involved issues. The history

textbook "is almost always a product of historical scholarship,

pedogogical expertness, and editorial skill."

Yet, the history textbook has been sharply criticized

by other people. Not all people approved of multiple-

authorship of textbooks. "The end product is sometimes a

watered-down, inane textbook in which the original contribu-

tion of the author or authors is not always clearly evident.

Another problem was that texts too often show signs of national

bias. Textbooks have been used in which essential facts were

distorted or omitted. Teachers have feared to teach the

truth when it ran counter to national prejudices. In a compar-

ative study of English and American history textbooks,

Alilunas and Chezanof, op. cit., p. 214-5.

6William H. Cartwright, "History in the Social Studies,"
Social Education

, 31:194, March, 1967.

Mark M. Krug , "Distant Cousins: A Comparative Study
of Selected History Textbooks in England and in the United
States," The School Review

, 71:426, Winter, 1963.
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Billington found some form of national bias in ail of the

American textbooks he studied.

Even though textbooks have been commended for their organ-

ization, they have also been severely reprimanded for their

generalizations and condensations. "The textbook simply isn't

adequate; it covers and condenses too much. It rushes through

history, seldom pausing long enough to bring life to the people

9
of its pages." Facts are compiled and condensed into an

encyclopedic-like book which is about as exciting as an out-

line. McAulay would have textbooks used either as an introduc-

tion or conclusion to a unit. Textbooks, too often, have not

shown students how the author got his information or arrived at

his conclusions. Toe many history classes are little more than

the presentation of facts. These facts are rarely related to

anything more than a convenient topic or to a forthcoming

examination. Kuus stated that too many texts are above the

reading level of certain students and that allusions and figures

of speech are used that necessitate some form of explanation. 1 ^

Almost contrary to what Kuus stated, others have criticized

Ray Allen Billington, "Bias in History Textbooks," The
Education Digest , 31:38, April, 1966.

9 Richard L. Warren, "The Voices of History," Social
Education , 26:305 , Oc tober, 19 6 2 .

J. D. McAulay, "The Social Studies Dependent on Reading,"
Education , 82:87, October, 1961.

Helen Kuus, "Reading,"
Studies , 33:96, 1963.

National Council for the Social
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the failure of textbooks to deal with the complex issues of

history.

Poor textbooks, regardless of their colorful formats,
deny the students this opportunity to study contro-
versial issues under competent guidance, and via this
'tyranny of silence' keep the student in blissful
ignorance

.

12

Another serious problem with textbooks was the difficulty

•of keeping them up to date. No matter how hard publishers and

authors tried, they were unable to keep textbooks current.

Historical methods were not often presented in American

history texts. The textbooks that Shaver reviewed were con-

cerned with "teaching the results of historical inquary, not

13the process ot inquiry." The textbook is considered by

many pupils as the absolute authority and beyond criticism.

One of the more prominent dangers involved in letting
the textbook rule the class is that the students
themselves are deprived of learning the proper use
of the book. From the very onset, students should
learn that the textbook is indeed a tool, nothing
more and nothing less. 1 "*

Most social studies textbooks introduce many facts and

ideas in a relatively small space. The background needed

by the student to understand briefly noted events, places,

and ideas is greater than most children possess. Yet, at

the same time, the textbook presents little that might encour-

Nicholas C. Polos, "Textbooks — What's Wrong with
Them?" The Clearing House , 38:453, April, 1964.

13
James P. Shaver, "Reflective Thinking, Values, and

Social Studies Textbooks," The School Review
, 73:248,

Autumn, 19 65.

14
Walter E. McPhie, "The Textbook: Tool or Taskmaster?"

Social Education , 28:451, December, 1964.



age independent thought. Conclusions are given with few spe-

cific examples for support.

The teacher must use the textbook properly if it is to

be meaningful.

Whereas the teacher normally uses other tools to
assist him, when using the textbook the teach er
too often becomes the assis tant ! In far too many
classrooms the social studies text becomes the
curriculum; it becomes the objective of the course:
it becomes the end rather than ji means to the end. 15

Memorizing the textbook is hardly an experience directed to

the students' full learning capacity.

II. NON-TEXTBOOK MATERIALS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

Innumerable forms of literature have been suggested by

a variety of authors aimed at tempting the history student

into reading. It was generally agreed that history pupils

should have readings that go beyond a single textbook. Fic-

tion - such as Li ttle House in the Big Woods or Gone with the

Wind - which is also related to the reading level of the student

has been suggested.

The literature of historical fiction includes much
that is top-flight history in its own right because
the author of historical fiction often engages in
the type of research commonly associated with the
scholar

.

1

6

The documentry has been recommended as a dramatic way to pre-

sent history. Primary source materials have long been advocated

1:3
Ibid.

, p. 450.

Morris Gall, "Using Paperback Classics in the Social
Studies," Social Education

, 27:141, March, 1963.
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as a teaching tool in which students may develop an under-

standing of a part of history, if the student is an able

reader. An alert teacher with the help of an authoritative

secondary source can correct errors in understanding that may

occur when pupils read from source materials. Current read-

ing matter, such as newspapers, periodicals, and phamplets

were recommended as another means of promoting interest and

vitality in the classroom. One article even suggested the use

. , . .17
or epic poetry in history instruction.

Paperback books, being relatively new, inexpensive, and

convenient, have cone into their own as a source of historical

reading. They may be used with or without textbooks. Books

of readings or several textbooks might be utilized in a class-

room. Some authorities favored a series of small booklets.

Each series of booklets could be written about a significant

topic, unit, problem, theme, generalization, or some one

concern appropriate for the general area of junior high

American history.

Some pedagogues have suggested that non-textbook mater-

ials should be used in the class room along with traditional

textbooks. The textbooks may be used as tools to survey a

unit of history, to present a specific concept, or to locate

certain facts. Non-textbook materials present students with

Byron G. Massialas, "Selecting a Social Studies
Textbook," Social Education . 25:237-8, May, 1961.
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an opportunity to learn reference skills and the excitement

of scholarship.

The learning task becomes internalized, for the
student now sees that his job involves much more
than learning what happened, how, and why. He
has to regard his textbook as one source, and to
see that there are many others. He learns that
scholars disagree, and disagreement often stems
from differing data, as well as differing inter-
pretations. And he has to do the same chores
as they do; gather evidence, evaluate it, make
judgements. The goal goes beyond the grade,
and becomes the goal of every inquirer: to
discover the facts, and to see what they mean.
Isn't this what we would want every citizen to
do? 13

The pupil must be presented with readings he is able to under-

stand and he must know exactly what he is expected to learn

from his readings, if his experience is to be meaningful,

Some common aims among teachers are to encourage their

students' ability to make comparisons, to question, to keep

an open mind, and to evaluate.

If students are to learn to think critically
through the study of history, it must be through
analysis of the text carried out by the teacher,
or through the use of original documents and an
approach to historical method not included in
available textbooks. 19

The second method mentioned is often called the inductive

approach to learning and is one alternative to the textbook

method of education. Historical research was thought by some

18
William M . Kering, Jr. , "Social Science, History, and

Inductive Thinking," Social Education , 32:38, January, 1968.

19 Snaver, op. cit., p. 249.
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to be better than memorization of facts, which may often be-

come the case with strict reliance on textbooks. "Creating

in students the ability to see how different sorts of

scholars see different processes in history cannot be done

20
effectively with history books alone." In the process or

becoming his own historian, the pupil must have guidance

from his teacher in making his discoveries. Primary sources

need to be carefully selected so that the student will be

able to frame his own conclusions without becoming stymied

by too difficult materials. Another advantage of this induc-

tive approach to history education is that in learning to

critically analyze historical data, pupils might transfer

this method of meeting problems into contemporary life.

In teaching of historiography it is possible to
provide the student with adequate experiences for
him to evaluate and choose alternatives, to
question the view points of authors , to make
comparisons of view points, critically to analyze
and evaluate documents, to study cause-and-ef feet
interpretations of events in history, and to learn
the limitations involved in an attempt to find
exact truth in history. 21

The end result of inductive inquiry need not always be a

formal research paper. It was suggested that historical

fiction writing is of equal value, as it also requires

specific information and an understanding of the period under

s tudy .

20„ .Hering, op. ext. , p. 3 7

,

2

1

Eernice Goldmark and Morris Schmieder, "Not 'History'
but 'Historiography,'" Social Education , 31:205, March, 1967.
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The historical method has had its critics. Children, who

cannot read well, it has been pointed out, will not fare well

when asked to do historical research. Even if a student may

be an adequate reader, he may be frustrated in locating and

interpreting historical data. Rundell objected to the induc-

tive approach to history for other reasons, "It strikes me

as highly unrealistic to disregard the work of generations of

historians by making every child his own historian."
22

III. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS

Several studies have been performed on superior history

students or poor readers. No experiments were found in the

literature that studied average junior high school American

history students who used non-textbook materials.

In 1966 Carnegie Institute of Technology built a history

program around three days of readings in sources and secondary

23materials which was followed by a summary essay.

At Newton, a great variety of public documents,
biographical and autobiographical accounts,
diaries, pieces of fiction, and analytical
articles in both European and American history
have been collected to accompany an existing
short text which carries the narrative. 24

22
""Walter Rundell, Jr., "History Teaching: A Legitimate

Concern," Social E du c at i on , 29 :524 , December, 1965.

2 3 Edwin Fenton, 'History in the New Social Studies,"
Social Education

, 30:327, May, 1966.

2 4^Ibid.
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A summer study was conducted at Lyons Township high School in

Illinois which utilized non-textbook information in a world

history class.*""* At George W, Hewlett (New York.) High School,

there was a course for superior students which combined

English and history classes into periods of ninety minutes

each. Students in this class did not read a textbook, but

read supplemental books on required topics or periods. Evalu-

ation was by essay question tests. ^ A three year study v/as

performed in Houston, Texas in which poor readers in the

junior high school were encouraged to read stimulating library

books especially selected for the individual student. Three

English teachers, three social studies teachers, and one

science taacher helped in the first year of the experiment.

The results after three years of study were incomplete, but

those involved were encouraged by the apparent reading improve-

£ 1
27

meat and mcreasea interest or the students.

No experiments were found in the literature which were

aimed at studying the effects of an inductive or non-textbook

educational approach to American history on junior high school

students of average abilities.

David L. Maish and Robert E. Peryon, "A Project in World
History," The Social Studies , 56:221-5, November, 1965.

2 6 Marie Underbill Nell, "Senior Seminar in American
History and English," S o ci a . Education , 27 :377-S-t-, November,
19 63.

2 7
Ruth E, Reeves, "An Experiment in Improving Reading

in the Junior High School," The English Journal
, 47:15-20,

J anu ary , 19 5 8

.



CHAPTER III

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A control group design was used in this experiment. An

attempt was made to make the independent variable the kind of

reading material used in the American history classes compris-

ing the experiment.

I. DESCRIPTION OP THE POPULATION

At the time of the study, the students at Highland Park

Junior High School were between twelve and fifteen years old.

They generally came from working families. Some were from

broken homes or had step-parents. Approximately ten percent

were Negro and one or two percent were from other minority

groups. It appeared to the writer that there were two common

views toward school among the general student body. One view

of school was that it was a place one had to attend until

sixteen years of age, the other view was that it was a place

to have fun with one's friends.

II. SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

There were five classes that the writer was in contact

with curing the period of the experiment. Two of the

American history classes were designed for poor readers and

slow learners. These two classes were considered inappro-

priate for this experiment which was developed for average

students. Three classes were designated as "regular"
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classes and accommodated average and above average students.

Of these three classes, one had several students who were

behavioral problems. Therefore, that class was not considered

for the experiment, as control of the class was essential if

meaningful action research was to be accomplished. Two

classes remained for the research. Those classes were third

hour and sixth hour American history classes. A coin was

flipped to decide which class would be the control and which

the experimental. The sixth hour group became the control

class and the third hour group became the experimental class.

Five students originally in these classes were not included

in the experimental statistics for reasons of discipline or

insufficient information.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Boys an d girls . In the experimental class there were

fourteen boys and twelve girls. In the control class there

were fifteen boys and thirteen girls.

I . . The I.Q. scores used were from the records of the

Henman-Nelson test that is given to Topeka students in the

sixth grade. Three students in the experimental class had

no record of having taken this I.Q. test and in the control

class seven I.Q. scores were missing. From the scores avail-

able, both the experimental class and the control class were

found to have mean I.Q* scores of 110. The range of scores

in the experimental class was forty-two, while the range for

the control class was thirty-one.
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Achievement . During the first three grading periods, the

control class had class averages of 2.393, 2.179, and 2.286

on a four-point scale. The experimental class had received

during this same time, group averages of 2,269, 2.500, and

2.500 also on the four point scale.

TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Des cription Control Experimental

14

12

110

2.269
2 .500
2.500
2.308

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS

Textbook . The textbook used by the control class was

their regular book which is used by the Topeka Public Schools:

The Uni ted States of Air.e ri ca : .istory for Young Cit izens

by Richard C. Brown, Arland C. Helgeson and George H. Lobdell,

Jr. and published by Silver Burdett Company in 1964.

Re a din g lists . Three reading lists (Appendix A) were

giver. CO each of the experimental class members at approximately

one week intervals throughout the experiment. The lists

included books appropriate for the topic being covered. Most
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of the books on the lists had been checked out of the school

or public library and were available in the classroora on a

three day loan basis.

Fact test . The test (Appendix B) used to determine

scholastic development during the experiment was one developed

from tests in several history textbooks and from questions

brought out in The History of t h e United States : _A History

for Y oun g Citizens .

.t t i t ude Questionnaire . The attitude questionnaire

(Appendix C) consisted of thirteen questions which attempted

to measure the degree students liked history and reading. The

questionnaire was developed by the writer*

V. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES

Although the nature of the two kinds of reading material

necessitated variations, all possible measures were taken to

keep the control and experimental group class procedures as

similar as possible.

Textb ook r.e thod . The part of the textbook used was

about the peaceful aspects and internal affairs of American

history from the progressive era through the depression of

the 1930's. The reading assignments were from the textbook.

Classroom work consisted of discussions, filmstrips, films,

and individually worked written exercises over the reading

assignments

.

Non-textbGok ne thod . In the experimental group, the

reading lists provided a broad spectrum of books on each
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period of history studied. Students did not often read the

same things, as there was a wide variety of books available

for each section. Toward the end, however, there was some

sharing of information discovered. Classroom work consisted

of discussions, filmstrips, films, time for finding and

reading books, and group discussions on the exercises the

other class worked individually.



CHAPTER IV

THE FINDINGS

This experiment - to test the differences among classes

given textbook and non-textbook materials as reading assign-

ments - may be studied by the results of the attitude ques-

tionnaire, the fact test, and the class grades of the two

groups .

I. ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire gave the students an opportunity to

respond to each question somewhere along a five point scale

that ranged from, "you like it very much" (?/I) to "you dis-

like it very much" (#5), The questionnaire was composed of

three equal parts. One set of four questions related to how

much the students like to read, another was concerned with

what kinds of history the students liked, and a third set of

questions tried to determine what form of history the student

like to read.

The questions concerning how much the students liked to

read showed some differences between the control group and

the experimental, as may be seen in Table II. The "do you

like to read?" question had a change in response in the

control group toward the middle of the opinion scale. The

experimental group increased its favorable response by the

addition of three "like it very much" answers and the loss

of one "dislike it very much." In response to the question
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TABLE II

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONS AND GROUP P RE- TEST POST-TEST CI: AM C£

Concerning how
much students
liked to rend

liked
it

dis-
liked
i t

like d

i c

dis-
liked
i t

"Do you like to
read?"

16
14

6

2

14
17

3

I

+ 1

+ 4

"Do you like to
read magazines and
newspaper articles
outside of school?"

11
13

3

i

9

5

2

2

- 1

- 9

"Do you like to
read novels?"

Experirr.er.tal
13
8

2

2

8

10

7

6

- 9

- 2

"Do you like to
read things written
by people who have
lived in the time
of history that
they wrote about?"

Experimental .

12

10

5

2

10
13

+ 3

+ 4

Concerning what
kinds of history
students liked

"Do you like his-
tory?"

C on trol . . ......... 7 1 6

7 2 + 4

"Do you like Amer-
ican history?"

9

9

- 5

9

C - 3

+ 2



TABLE II (continued)

"Do you like to
read about one or
more special area;
of history?"

Control
Experimental. .

,

"Would you like to
take more history,
that is not re-
quired, if you
have the time?"

Control
Experimental. . . .

,

10

(yes)
4

7

(no)
S

8

(yes)
6

9

(no)
5

6

- I
_

Concerning what
form of history
students liked
to read.

"Do you like to
read about history?"

Control
Experimental

+ 1
- 1

"Do you like to
read short arti-
cles on history?"

Cont rol ........
Experimental. .

.

- 2

- 3

"Do you like to
read novels about
his tory ?

"

Control
Experimental)

...... -.- j

- 7

"Do you like to
read history
textbooks ?

"

Control, ,

,xpe •imental,
9 + 4

+ 11
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"do you like to read magazines and newspaper articles outside

of school?" the control group, again, moved toward the center

of the scale. Nine people in the experimental group moved

toward the negative end of the spectrum. On the question,

"do you like to read novels?" the control group changed more

than the experimental. The control group responded in the

second questionnaire considerably more negatively; five

people left the positive range and four people joined the

negative. On the other hand, the experimental group became

more polarized by gaining responses at both ends of the scale.

Concerning the question on primary source materials, the

control group moved toward the center of the scale, while the

experimental moved toward the positive end of the spectrum

with four changed opinions. In this first section on the

degree students liked to read, the control group did not

change greatly, except on the question concerning novels. The

experimental group became more positive about reading in

general and reading primary source materials while it became

quite negative toward reading periodicals outside of school.

A second series of questions was on what kinds of history

the students liked. There was very little change in response

in the control group on the question "do you like history?"

The experimental group had a moderate change in attitude

toward a more favorable opinion. "Do you like American

history?" had a slight change toward the negative end of the

scale in both the control and the experimental groups. The

question, "do you like to read about one or more special areas
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of history?" might also have been included under the form of

history students liked to read, but it appeared best clas-

sified as a question about a kind of history. There was

little change in the control group, but the exp er imen tal

group moved toward the center of the scale in answer to the

question on special areas of interest. The question con-

cerned with taking more history in the future brought a more

favorable response on the second questionnaire in both the

control and experimental groups with five and four more

positive answers respectively. The only difference between

the two groups in this second section on kinds of history

liked was in the attitude toward history in general in which

the experimental group grew to like history slightly more

than the control. However, the other responses in this

section - "Do you like American history?" "Do you like to

read about one or more special areas of history?" and "Would

you like to take more history, that is not required, if you

have the time?" - did not appear to support this one question.

The third section on what form of history the students

liked co read, showed some considerable differences between

the two groups. The responses to the general question, "do

you like to read about history?" indicated no major change

in either group. The question, "do you like to read short

articles on history?" showed little change among the control

group, while the experimental group moved slightly toward a

negative attitude. The question on student interest in

reading historical novels gained some interest in the control
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group. Seven people in the experimental group, however, lost

interest in historical novels. "Do you like to read history

textbooks?" was probably the most revealing question. The

control group gained interest in textbooks as was indicated

by four fewer people giving more than a "you dislike it very

much" response on the second questionnaire. Eleven people

moved to a more favorable opinion of textbooks in the experi-

mental group. Thus, the negative attitude toward textbooks

at the beginning of the experiment was not strong by the end

of the experiment. In this section, the control group in-

creased its interest in reading novels and textbooks, to a

limited degree. The experimental group had a decreased

interest in novels and a considerably increased interest in

the textbooks they had not read for a month.

In summary, there were not many changed opinions on

reading or history as a result of this experiment, except

in attitudes to certain kinds of reading material. The con-

trol group liked reading novels - but not historical novels -

more at the beginning of the experiment than at the end. The

experimental group found periodicals read outside of class

less desirable, and textbooks more desirable reading material

at the end of the experiment than at the beginning.

II. FACT TEST

When the fact test scores of the control and experimental

groups were compared statistically with a t-test, there was

no significant difference shown between the two groups in
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either the pre-test (+1.412) or the post-test (-.757). When

the t-test was applied to the control group and the experi-

mental group separately, in an attempt to discover any differ-

ences within the groups, it was found that the control group

had a t of -5.719 and the experimental group had a t of

-5.396. Both of these scores are signi f icant

.

TABLE III

FACT TEST

Group and test Standard deviat ion t-test

Control

, +1.412
Experimental

Control

- .757
Experimental

Control
pre- and post , -5.719

Experimental
pre- and post , -5.396

Although there was no significant difference between the

two classes as a whole from pre- to post-test, there were some

differences between the classes as far as individual change

was concerned (see Table IV) . The median improvement in the

control class was five points, whereas, the experimental
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class median improvement was six and a half points. The

greatest individual improvement, however, was found in the

control group, where two people improved by seventeen points.

The greatest individual improvement in the experimental class

was fourteen points. One person in the control class lowered

his score in the post-test. Three people lowered their scores

in the experimental class. The fact that the mode of the

control class (+ 4 points) was five points lower than the

mode of the experimental class (+ 9 points), may explain, in

part, why there seems to be a contradiction in the high-low

scores and the medians of the two groups.

III. GRADES

There were four grading periods In the school year in

the Topeka school system. This experiment took place during

part of the fourth quarter. Although the fourth quarter

grades were not based solely on the work done during the

experiment, the experiment did have an influence on the

grades given for that period. During the first three grading

periods, the control class had grade point averages (based

on a 4.0 scale) of 2.393, 2,179, and 2.286. The fourth

quarter average came up to 2.429 - the highest of the year.

The experimental class grade averages were 2.269, 2,500, and

2.500 during the first three quarters. The average for the

final nine weeks was 2,308 - lower than the second and third

period averages, but not as low as the first. Thus, during

the period in which the experiment took place, grades rose
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It is re conmen dc d that students in such an experiment

be introduced to the inductive method of study rather slowly.

Perhaps, the requiring of reports at the end of a unit could

introduce the idea of independent study to children without

frightening them* When such an experiment is begun, the

students should be given explicit instructions as to what

will be expected of them and what books may be read. Perhaps,

a list of available books with an indication of the reading

level of each, a brief summary, and a list of questions that

the student should be able to answer after completing the

book, should be given to every student at the beginning of

each unit of study. For this inductive method to be carefully

studied, it needs to be used in many schools for more than a

few weeks at a time.

Because of the independent organization of this type of

classroom teachings, it would seem advisable that the teacher

be experienced in classroom control, and instruction before

such an experiment be performed for a prolonged period of

time. Students studying a textbook have an advantage over

students studying independent readings when it comes to

taking a fact test. It is recommended, therefore, that

provision should be made for an essay section in the scholas-

tic evaluation of this kind of experiment.
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APPENDIX A

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS: Check the number of the response which is

closest to your own opinion at this time.

1. means that you like it very much
2. means that you like it more than many things
3. means that you sometimes like it and sometimes

dislike it, but not as much as some other things
4. means that you dislike it, but not as much as

some other things
5. means that you dislike it very much

4.

12

Do you like history?

Do you like American history?

Do you like to read short articles on
his tory ?

Do you like to read novels about
history?

Do you' like to read history textbooks'

people who have lived in the time of
history that they wrote about?

Do you like to read magazine and news-
paper articles outside of class?

7. Do you
special

like to
areas o

read about or more

8. Do you like to read novels 9 ...............

9. Do you like to read about his

1C. Do you like to

11. Do you like to read things wr itten by

Would you like to take more history, that is not required,
if you have the time? Yes

; Maybe ; No
. .
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APPENDIX IS

FACT TEST

I. Match the fcl-owing terms, places and people by placing
the letter of the correct term, place or person before each
de f ini tion

.

One who favors reform or change
Name given to writers who exposed
corruption in the Progressive era
One who is against the sale and
manufacture of alcoholic beverages
A fo_iower of Theodore Roosevelt
in 1912

A. Kuckrakers
B. Bull Moose
C. Standpatter
D. Progressive
E. Prohibitionist

5 . First person to fly across the
Atlantic, alone and non-stop

_6 . Boxing champion of the 1920 's

7. First woman to swim the English
Channel (1926)

_8. Scientist who developed ways to

sweet potatoes and peanuts into
ful products.

maice

use-

Jack Demsey
George Washing-
ton Carver
"Red" Grange
Gertrude Ederle
Charles
Lindbergh

9. Wise use of natural resources A. Reclamation
JLO . Res toration of large areas of B. Logrolling

waste land by irrigation C. Conservation

JLl.Ran for President three times and
lest each time, Was a Democrat

_12.A former President who caused the
Republican Party to split in 1912

_13. Ex-governor cf New Jersey who
became President in 1913

_14.The postal savings and parcel post
systems were started while he was
P res idea t

A.

D.

Theodore
Roosevelt

B. Woodrow Wilson
HowardWilli

a

Taf
Calvin Coolidge
Franklin D.

Roosevelt

15. Gave Congress power to lay and collect A,

taxes
_16.Gave women the right to vote 3,

_17. Forbade the sale or manufacture of C.

intoxicating liquors D,

Fifteenth
Amendmen t

Sixteenth Amend.
Eighteenth Amend
Nineteenth Amend
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18. State where Yellowstone National A. California
Park Is found B

.

Maine
.19. State where Glacier National Park C. Wyoming

is found D

.

Men tana

_2 . State where Acadia National Park E

.

South Dakota
is found

21. State where Yosemite National
Park is found

II. Write on the line the name of the man who was President of

the United States when the following events happened.

William McKinley Herbert Hoover Warren G. Harding
Franklin Roosevelt William Taft Calvin Coolidge
Theodore Roosevelt Woodrow Wilson

1. Congress passed laws establishing a quota system for immi-
grants

2. The Social Security Act was passed by Congress

3. Crash of the stock market, which was followed by the Great
Pep res s ion

4. A period of great prosperity (economic well-being) that
came before the Great Depression__

5. The country had a "Square Deal"

6. The country received a "New Deal"

III. Put In the parentheses the number of the word or phrase
which completes the statement or answers the question.

( ) 1. Which of the following is common as a cause of
depression? (1) High prices, (2) Low prices, (3)

Wild speculation on borrowed money, (4) Farm surpluses
( ) 2. The President who said, "the only thing we have to

fear is fear itself," was (1) Theodore Roosevelt,
(2) Calvin Coolidge, (3) Herbert Hoover, (4) Franklin
Roosevelt

( ) 3. The Wagner Act aided (1) Europe, (2) Labor unions,
(3) The unemployed, (4) Bankers

V. Read carefully the following statements. If you think
the statement Is correct put "yes" in the parentheses; if you
think it i_ incorrect, put "no"; if you are in doubt put "L "

.



While the New Deal succeeded in making many social
and economic reforms , it failed to completely solve
the unemployment problem.
Membership in labor unions grew rapidly during the
Great Depression.
The depression which started in this country in 1929
also occurred (happened) over most of the world.
President Hoover favored spending large amounts of
federal money for public works that would take care
of the relief problems.
The Presidential campaign of 1928 was the first in
which the radio played an important part.
The old guard Republicans and new Deal Democrats
both believed in letting big business alone.
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APPENDIX C

BIBLIOGRAPHIES GIVEN TO STUDENTS

A. THE PROGRESSIVE ERA

Allen, F. L. The Big Ch an ge : Americ a Trans forms Itself , 1900 -

1950
Thjji Amer ican He ri tap.c History o f Fii gh t

Bixby, William. The I mgos s i b ie Journey o f Sir Ernes t

Sha ckel ton
Brunn, H. 0. fh e Story o f the Or i ginal D ixieland Jaz z Band
Chandler, Caroline A. Famous Modern Men o f Medicine
Charnwood, Lord. The o do re Roosevelt
Cincinnati Public Schools. The_ ^_££J°. iS. Aneri can Life
Colby, C. B. America '

s

N atura l Wo nders
Darling, J. N. Ding's Half Century
Dodds , J. W. Everyday Life in Tver, tie th Century America
Dukert, J. M. This is Antarcti a

Eimerl, S. The His tory of Flight
Faber, H. American Heroes o

f

the 20th Century
Fast, H. M. Goethals and the Panama Canal
Flohety, J. J. Behind the Microphone
Foster, G. A. Vot es for Women
Garraty , J. A. Theodore Roosevelt
Garst, S. Erne st Thompson Se ton , Naturalis

t

Hill, R. N. The Doctors Who Conquered Yellow Fever
Hal as, J. The Technique of F i In Animation
Harrison, G. Ro a d to the Ri ght : the Tradi tion and Hope o f

American Cons e rv atisn
Hart, V. The Story of Ame rican Roads
Hill, F. E. The Automob ile
Hodgins , Eric. Enough Time
Horizon Magazine. He ro es o_f Polar Expeditions
Howl and, H. J. Theodore Roosevelt
Hoyt, E. P. The" Idea Men
Lardner, R. Ten he roes o f the Twenties
Lawson, Don. Famou s American Political Families
Lewis , W. D. The Lif e o f Theodore Roosevelt
Lord, W. The Good Years : from 190*0 to the First World War
Marek, K. W. Arch aeology of the Cinema
Meltner, M. TjLme o_f Trial , Time of Hope : The Negro in America ,

1919 to 19 41
Noble, I. Labor' s Advocate : E ugene V. Debb

s

Ogg, F. A. Nations Progress ,""19 7-1917
Peare, C. 0. The Wood row WijLson S tory
People to Know
Riis , J. A. Theodore Roosevelt , the Ci ti zen
Robinson, C. R. My Brother The odo re Roosevelt
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Roosevelt, N. Theodore Roosevelt : the Man as I_ Knew Him
Roosevelt, T. Th e o ci o r g Roosevelt , an Au t ob 1 o g r aphy
The Story of Car£
Sclentls ts nn d Inventors
Severn, Bill. Free but No t Equal : How Women Won the R ight to Vo te

Smith, H. K . Washington , D. C_. ; The Story o£ Our Nation ' 3 Capital

Steinberg, A . W ood row W i 1 s o n_

Strong, C. W. The Real Hook About the Antarctic
Sutton, A. Gu a r d i n g t h e Treasured Lands
Veglahn, N .~ The S p 1 d'e r of Brooklyn Heights
W a gn er, F . Fa mo vis Ame ric an A c t o r s an d Actresses
Weisberger, B. A. Cap tains p £ Indus try
The World an

d

I ts Peoples : U.S.A . , vol. 2

Wo o d , W . H . The True S tory of Cap ta in S cott at the South Pole
Year, Flight : a_ Pictorial History of Aviation

3. THE PROSPEROUS 1920 1

s

Allen, F. L. The Si g Change : America Transforms Itself , 1900 -

1950
The American Heritage His tory o f Flight
Breaks. America ' s Comin

g

of Age
Brunn, H. 0. The S to ry of the Ori ginal Dixieland Jszz Band
Butterfield, Ame ri can P as t

Cincinnati Public Schools. The Negro in Ameri can Life
Darling, J. N. ping

'

s Half Century
Dodds , J. W. Everyday Life in Iwen tie th Centur y Ameri ca

Eimeri, S. The His to ry o f Fli gh

t

F ab e r , H . American Heroes of the 20th Century
Flehety, J. J. Behind the Microph one
Halas , I. The Technique of Film Animation
Harrison, G. Roa d to the Right : The Tradition and Hope o

f

American Conservatism
Hemmingway, E. The S_un_ Also Rises
Hill, F . E . The Automobile
Hodgins, Eric. Enough Time
Keepnews . Pic tc rial His tory o f Jazz
Lardner, R. Ten Heroes of the Twen ties
Lawson , D. Famous Ame ri can Political Families
Life His tory of the United States , vol. 10
Lueders. Carl Van Vechter. an d t h a Twenties
L yn d . Middle town
Marek, K. W. Archaeoio

g

y o f the Cinema
May, R. Th_e_ Pis con rent of the Intellectual s

Meltzer, M. Time £LL Trial , Time o f Hope : The Na gro in America ,

1919 to 19 41
Morris , Not S o Lon Ago
People to Know
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Rogers. I Remember Pis tictly
Ross. Grace C o o 1 i d g

c

_and_ Her Er_a

Th

c

S_Cor_v o_f C a r

s

Scientists and Inventors
Shannon, J. between the Wars , 1 919-1941
Sh u 1man . Valentino
Sinclair. Available Man (Harding)
Smith, II. K. Washington , D. C

.

: The Story of Our Nation 1 s C apital
Wagner, F. Famous American A ctors and Actresses
The World an_d Its Peoples : U.S. A . , vol. 2.

White. Calvin Coolldge
Year. Fliftht : A Pictorial H istory o f Aviation

C. THE GREAT DEPRESSION

American Heritage. T i

m

e s o_f T r i a 1

Armour, R. W. Jjt All Started with Columbus
Bend in er, R. Just Around the Corner
Buchanan, L. Ballot for Ameri ca
Clarke, T. E. The Big Road (fiction)
Durant, J. Pictorial History o f American Presidents
Fields, A. My Twentv-cne Year s in the Whi t e House
Gib sen, J. B. Great People - Great Amar i cans
Gies , J. Wonders c_f the Modern Worl d

K an d 1 i n , . Re a din gs in Aaeri can His tory
He in sen, A. C. An tho lo gv o f Conservative Wr i tin

g

Hickek, L. A. The Roa d to the Whi te House
, S to ry oi Eleanor Roosevelt

Life His tory of the Uni tea States , vol. 11
McConnel, J. T. Our First Ladies
McGee, D. H, Herbe r

t

Ho over
McKnown, R. Eleano r Roos evc-.lt ' s World
Patterson, R. T. The Great Boom and Panic, 1921-192S
Pears, C. C. The F. D. R . S

t

ory
Sokolsky, Eric. Our Seven Gre ates t P residents
St rambler, I. Build the Unkn own
Terzian, J. P. Many Worlds of Herb ert Hoover
Thomas , H. Franklin Delano Ro osev al

t

Van Dorc:. , C. L. Grow in g Up in t_h_a Great Depression (fiction)
Vinment, R. B. u r Presidents at a_ Gl an ce
Wehle, L. B. Hidden Threads of His tory
We rstein, I. The Grea t S truggle

Period icles :

"FDR as We Remember Him," The Saturday Evening Post , April 10,
1965, p. 38.
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"Man for This Age, Too," New York Tiroes Magazine
,
April 11,

1965, p. 2 3.

"Thirty-second President, 1933-1945," National Geographic
Magazine , January, 1966, p. 70.

"Without Portfolio," McCalls , April, 1965, p. 20

"FF and FDR," Newsweek, January 15, 1968.

"Faces from the Past: Herbert Hoover," American Heritage
Magazine ,

December, 1964, p. 30.

"Greetin's, Cousin George," American Heritage M agazine ,

December, 1967, p. 6.

"The Place of Franklin D. Roosevelt in History," American
Heritage Magazine ,

June, 1965, p. 12.

"F.D.R. vs the "supreme Court," American Heritage Magazine ,

April
,
196S, p. 24.

"Bonus March," American Heritage Magazine , June, 1963, p. 24.

"The Days of Boom and Bust," American Heritage Magazine ,

August, 1953, p. 28.
"Good-buy to Everything;" American Heritage Magazine , August,
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The purposes of this study were to (1) investigate possible

attitude changes which might occur in a group of eighth grade

American history students who were expected to read a current

and well written textbook as compared to a similar group of

American history students who were expected to read a series of

non-textbook history books from the library; and (2) determine

whether there would be differences in achievement between the

two groups as revealed through a fact test and grades.

This experiment was conducted among two eighth grade Ameri-

can history classes at Highland Park Junior High School in

Topeka, Kansas, during the spring of 1968. Classes were already

in progress when the experiment began. Only two classes were

used. The total number of students included in the experiment

was fifty-four. The students were not matched or selected ran-

domly. This experiment was with two classes of nearly average

students

.

The recent and available literature on this subject was

concerned mainly with theories of textbook and non-textbook

teaching. Within the literature no experiments were found

which were directed toward the study of non-textbook methods

in American history classes on junior high school students of

average abilities.

A control group design was used in this experiment. An

attempt was made to make the independent variable the kind of

reading material used in the American history classes comprising

the experiment. The control class read their textbook and



the experimental class read library books on the general topic

being studied.

When the fact test scores were reviewed at the end of the

experiment, no significant differences were found between the

improvement of the control ar.d the improvement of the experimental

groups. Changes of significance did occur, however, within the

classes. Both the control and experimental groups had major

changes in their pre- and post- experimental scores.

The study revealed that during the period in which the

experiment took place, grades rose for the control class and fell

for the experimental class.

There were not many changed opinions about reading or his-

tory as a result of this experiment as was revealed by an

attitude questionnaire. The control class liked reading novels -

but not historical novels - more at the beginning of the experi-

ment than at the end. The experimental class found periodicals

read outside of class more desirable, and textbooks less desir-

able reading material at the beginning of the experiment than

they did at the end.

Both classes knew they were a part of an experiment. The

control class appeared to become a little more serious about

their work as a result. Most of the experimental group students

tried to make the project a success, but it seemed that they

were not sure what was expected of them or what they could or

should read. There was a great deal of concern about finding

the information needed to pass the tests. A few of the less

motivated students did not respond well to the experiment.



Although this experiment had only a limited succe

periments might prove more fruitful, if modified.


